Dear NHS nurse,
Thank you for everything you have done in these dark times. It has
been good having you around for everyone and especially the elderly.
How you do it I don’t know because it must be a really hard having
the job you have. We need all of you in this war. When it ends, it will
be because of you. The NHS.
WOW! You guys are the best. 😀 You are better than the marvel
superheroes because you are the real heroes and everyone takes
time to come out and clap for you. I am so happy you exist.

It may look unlucky for all of us to be in our houses everyday but it
is lucky we are because we are protected and healthy and nonstopping to fight covid 19. I am looking forwards to going back to
school and just going outside again but I know I can't go out until it
is safe.
👏THANKS.👏
George Graham

Dear Royal Mail,
Thank you for delivering to our door and being resilient even with
people being whisked to hospital every day. I still want you to be
resilient and keep walking on. I hope your people are not being
whisked to hospital every day also, I still want you to know that I
will support you anyway even if I’m ill. I still will help you to do your
daily task of delivering mail to homes all round the world especially
to hospitals were people are being checked for Covid 19
(coronavirus). We are still in stuck the house and when you deliver, I
will do the job of saying “post here!” Then dad will come wipe it down
and open it.
Even though I don’t know how important it is to you when, you deliver
a parcel at lockdown. I know who important it is to be a keyworker
and how important it is to be in lockdown. That means a lot to me and
I’ve been trying to get out more and spend more time in the garden.
I’ve built a den with my sister, Ella. We normally eat outside and talk
about our day. For a first few days it was hot but now it is rainy
please tell about day soon.
I hope you are safe.
Farewell, Jake Sayers

Dear Mr/Mrs Policeman,
I am writing to thank you for doing your job during the dangerous
time COVID-19. You are doing a good job of keeping people safe.
Lately, on the news lots of the NHS staff are getting scammed by
giving money and getting nothing. Thankfully, you are there to stop
them people and help the NHS. It must be hard trying to keep in
touch with relatives when you’re on duty and you are providing
safety and help for those in-need by being strict on the lockdown
rules. I know it may be even harder for old people as it may affect
them more than others, at least we know that they will stay safe like
the rest of us. Even though you need to help more we all have a part
to play. All the people who have coronavirus should be in strict
lockdown for at least 7 days, that is a good idea and a safe one.
The good part of lockdown is the sunlight and sports we can play in
our garden. The bad part is that it barely ever rains any more
causing plants to grow a lot slower than usual and having a nice long
walk. People whine about not having masks and gloves when it’s not
fair on the NHS who need the more than us.
Policemen are important to the world because they stop bad crimes
from being committed.
Stay Strong!
Russell Flood

Dear Waitrose
I wanted to write you a letter to say thank you for being open
through the coronavirus pandemic. It might feel very weird for you
going to work while others are at home working but you are selling
food to keep people healthy through this time.
You are also very brave for going to work while we are meant to be
staying at home to stop the spread of the virus. You serve
customers, you help them in the shops and you make sure the food is
on the shelf.
The world would be a bit different if you weren’t open because
people would have to order their food online only. Some people may
find this difficult because they are elderly and don’t know how to
work a computer, some people might not find what they are looking
for or some are not able to get a delivery slot!
I know it is different in your shops at the moment because you can
have less customers and there may be a long queue to get in but this
is a good thing as we need to keep people away from each other to
stop spreading the germs.
I am pleased you are still open, keeping people fed and healthy.
Take care of yourselves and stay safe
From Amy, age 9.

